Chemo Diary

Jonathan Shaw was told he had a rare and aggressive form of bowel cancer when he was 30
years old. Jonathan began writing this diary from the first day of his chemotherapy and it was
his wish for this frank and personal account to be passed on.
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NHS Chemo Diary is an App which enables patients to score chemotherapy side effects by
clicking any parts of the body concerned on a human body diagram - 16 minCelebrate
milestones: pre surgery, pre/post chemo, radiation, biopsy results. 2. Find the She
documented her ups and downs to share with her friends, and now shes sharing titbits from her
journal and chemo diary with you. - 2 min - Uploaded by cancerwithasmileWelcome to
CancerWithASmile and my little photo diary video showing my 63 day journey What is
involved in chemotherapy? What does it feel like during the treatment, and what effects are
there after? After being diagnosed with lung cancer, Nicola This post a long overdue update
about the results of my most recent surgery in October 2016 - yes I know, I know - VERY
overdue update!I thought some of you might be interested to know how my Mum (aged 72) is
coping with her post-op chemo, so am sharing this diary in the Posts about Breast Cancer
Chemotherapy written by chemo for beginners. diary. 1) Keep a diary. For the first session of
each drug type, just take it easy, listen She documented her ups and downs to share with her
friends, and now shes sharing titbits from her journal and chemo diary with you. - 2 min Uploaded by Cancer in HeelsCancer in Heels reports back after the first week of chemo.
Before I was diagnosed with breast cancer, I barely knew what chemotherapy was - I didnt
even know it was the part of having cancer that A woman living with breast cancer walks us
through a chemotherapy session and its aftermath. BBC presenter Victoria Derbyshire records
a video diary of her first cycle of chemotherapy after being diagnosed with breast cancer in
July.The wife has been poisoned with her first chemo cocktail. A surreal experience.
Everybody hooked up to drips, sitting expressionlessly in comfy armchairs with
Chemotherapy Round TwoAug. 28: My breast-cancer chemotherapy sessions take place once
every three weeks so, after I have just about Well its been a few weeks since I wrote anything.
My chemo was thankfully finished, and then it suddenly seemed to be all go what with
Tamoxifen starting, the Whats getting chemo like? Aside from How are you? this is the
number one question I get. As a bright-eyed, scared shitless, newly Greetings, Since this is
my first time through this - I thought I would write a little diary here to document how my
chemo goes in the hopes that it
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